
Review
CityMusic Cleveland with Stefan Willich, 
Rebecca Schweigert Mayhew and Mount Zion Choir 
at Fairmount Church (December 12)

by Daniel Hathaway

CityMusic Cleveland's free sets of orchestral concerts — each 
given in multiple locations around town — have proven to be so 
popular that Fairmount Presbyterian Church in Cleveland Heights 

Wednesday evening, December 12. Anybody who arrived shortly 

out of luck. Extra chairs in the church's narthex permitted over

The crowd on Wednesday evening came out to hear an overture 
and a concerto by Mozart and a symphony by Mendelssohn, with 

Mount Zion Choir. The excellent soloist was principal oboist Re

but who moonlights as conductor of the World Doctors Orchestra, an ensemble of a hun

Though a core of players remains the same, there is some variety in CityMusic's person
nel from one concert set to another, and the orchestra plays in a wide range of acoustical 

changes early this week) necessarily affects the way the group sounds from set to set and 
night to night, but it's a tribute to the training and adaptability of the players that CityMu

Willich set an appropriately lively tempo for Mozart's Marriage of Figaro Overture, 

tuned chords.



 

were by one of her teachers, the late great John Mack, and Mayhew and Willich teamed 

sion. The orchestra responded beautifully to Mayhew's phrasing and allowed her to sing 
through the ensemble with an elegant presence.

It would made great programatic sense to continue on to Mendelssohn's Italian Sym-
phony, 

self once good tempos are established and when the musicians are up to its technical de
 

Saltarello, which pressed the winds to superhuman feats of fast tonguing, but his concept 

the end of the run, some opening night ensemble problems between strings and winds 
will surely take care of themselves. It was refreshing to hear the timpanist use hard sticks 
that gave an arresting punch to his musical punctuation.

The evening ended with something completely different: Christmas arrangements by 
Roland Carter, Kirk Franklin and Quincy Jones and original gospel songs by Franklin and 

gether with the chamber orchestra charmingly underlined CityMusic's commitment to 
community engagement.
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